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Our Mission

Elephant Aid International (EAI), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, was founded by Carol Buckley in 2010 to create a paradigm shift that
will foster change in beliefs and approaches to the care and management of elephants throughout the world.
With the combined international efforts of scientists, veterinarians, mahouts (elephant handlers), elephant caregivers and elephant welfare
supporters, EAI is helping to change how the public relates to elephants; how mahouts and elephant caregivers train elephants; and how
captive elephants are cared for worldwide.
EAI has pioneered a new system, Compassionate Elephant Care, which will eliminate antiquated, dominance-based training
and result in improved elephant welfare.
By providing education and hands-on assistance, EAI is working to end the worldwide suffering of elephants…one elephant at a time.

Our Goals

• Improve the conditions of captivity in which elephants live and eliminate abusive training and management.
• Create alternatives to the use of chaining as a form of management.
• Train mahouts in positive management techniques so they can better care for and manage their elephants.
• Improve the social status of mahouts through education and job advancement.
• Remove begging elephants from the streets of Asia by finding alternative livelihoods for mahouts and their families.
• Facilitate the establishment of lifetime care centers (sanctuaries).

Our Projects

• Building chain-free enclosures to eliminate the antiquated and physically harmful practice of chaining elephants’ feet to the ground.
• Providing elephant pedicures and training mahouts in the skills necessary to support foot health and prevent life-threatening osteomyelitis.
• Increasing mahouts’ knowledge of elephant biology, psychology, behavior and learning style to help them develop more positive
interpersonal relationships with their elephants.
• Working with government agencies and NGOs to create permanent elephant care and retirement facilities.
• Improving elephant stable sanitation.
• Providing veterinary services.
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and hands-on assistance to improve the lives
of captive elephants worldwide.
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Message from the Founder

Making history, making a difference for elephants

I wear many hats in my work with Elephant Aid International (EAI). Elephant pedicurist, healer, teacher, trainer,
advocate, corral designer, fundraiser and trouble-shooter are among my duties, not to mention CEO.
In 2013, perhaps no duty brought me more joy than that of reporter, documenting history in the making and
sharing photographs, news and stories with you.
In an auspicious start to the year, on January 10, 2013, EAI and its NGO partner, the National Trust for Nature
Conservation (NTNC), completed Asia’s first 100% solar powered chain-free hattisar (elephant stable) in Nepal.
Six captive-held Asian elephants, who collectively had lived for more than 150 years shackled in painful leg chains,
were free to roam their spacious, forested mini-sanctuaries equipped with state-of-the-art, custom designed fencing.
At long last, the cruel traditions of generations of elephant keepers had given way to the kinder and gentler practices of
Compassionate Elephant Care. It was a jubilant moment, a cultural awakening in the making, as modern technologies
replaced antiquated practices.

For Tarra,
who inspires
and
guides me
every day.

But the changes didn’t stop there.

Government of Nepal joins in the transformation

In December 2013, impressed with the success of that first chain-free corral project, officials of the government of
Nepal formally invited EAI to revolutionize the country’s centuries-old elephant management system.
It would entail creating 63 one-acre, chain-free corrals at 15 hattisars located throughout Chitwan National Park,
where the government’s working elephants have been living for decades, shackled in chains.
Sixty-three elephants–grown tuskers, juveniles, mothers and their calves, from newborns to elders–would soon
experience the joyous relief of an unfettered, chain-free and pain-free life.
The government’s commitment to work hand-in-hand with EAI to release their elephants from chains is nothing short
of groundbreaking. It marked a new phase in the world-wide elephant welfare movement that EAI is proud to have
initiated and led.
Demonstrating new possibilities for compassionate elephant care in Nepal is key to catalyzing real change elsewhere
in the world. It is not enough to talk about a paradigm shift in elephant care: people must see the change in action to
understand it, appreciate it and adopt it themselves.

Thank you

None of our work would be possible without the kind support provided by our loyal donors, our business and funding
partners, our board, staff, interns, volunteers–and you.

Thanks to you, EAI will continue to bring compassionate elephant care to elephants wherever they live.
Thanks to you, we will change hearts and minds and make history–and a difference–along the way.
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A Historic Year

Sparking a chain-free revolution
The world’s first-ever chain-free hattisar became a reality in January 2013 with the installation of state-of-the art fencing and the unshackling of six captive-held Asian
elephants—Mel Kali, Jun Kali, Kirti Kali, Man Kali and her children, Prakriti Kali and Hem Gaj—at the National Trust for Nature Conservation (NTNC) - Biodiversity
Conservation Center in Chitwan, Nepal.
By year’s end, the government of Nepal had formally invited EAI to transform its archaic system of elephant management by building chain-free corrals for its
63 working elephants in Chitwan National Park.

by
From the Field~Log Entries

Carol Buckley

Log Entry - March 11, 2013
This morning I woke to the sounds of six happy elephants: trumpet blasts, squeaks,
squeals, chirps and trunk thumps. I tripped over myself trying to get out the door,
anxious to view the scene unfolding at the hattisar. It was glorious! All the elephants
were participating in an elephant free-for-all. The family was gracefully racing around
both yards, through the trees and bushes, in perfect unison. Jun Kali was fully engaged,
chirping and kicking up the lose dirt. Mel Kali started rumbling, which got Kirti Kali
rumbling too. For the first time since I’ve known her, Kirti Kali was playing, running
back and forth through her yard like a kid. This group outburst of abandonment lasted
for nearly twenty minutes before things wound down to Jun Kali chirp, chirp, chirping
as she darted here and there, dragging her hind feet in the lose dirt and spinning in
circles until she was spent.

Log Entry - July 11, 2013
Their faces do not lie, the elephants ARE happy. Even the mahouts were pleasantly
surprised. A survey we did after the elephants had been chain-free for several weeks
demonstrated just how skeptical the mahouts were before the corrals were installed.
They envisioned every kind of negative response, afraid the elephants would become
uncontrollable. Instead, they admitted the elephants were more active, playful and
relaxed. It surprised them just how responsive the elephants are, even though they no
longer live in chains. The centuries-old belief that chains are the only way to control an
elephant is burnt into their brains. Changing mindsets takes time. Luckily for us,
the elephants were given the opportunity to change the mahouts’ beliefs.

Log Entry - January 12, 2013
The month of January is cold and damp in Chitwan, Nepal. After two days
of fog so dense the sun did not break through, 70-year-old Mel Kali started
shivering. She was severely underweight and listless yet was still expected to
engage in daily anti-poaching patrols as usual. The mahouts resisted my
suggestion to put a blanket on her, and I knew better than to push the issue
right then. Cultural protocol dictated that I wait and let the mahouts think
about my idea... Continued on next page.
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Changing hearts and minds, helping elephants heal
Teachable moments come at unexpected times in the field but are key to demonstrating that Compassionate Elephant Care works. Mahouts must see the
change in action to understand it, appreciate it and adopt it themselves.

Log Entry - January 12, 2013... Continued from page 4.
The next day Mel Kali’s mahout came to me saying she had not eaten grass all day
during her time in the forest. I again suggested a blanket and an injection of B-12
complex. At first the ensuing conversation centered around the belief that Mel Kali
would tear the blanket off. I listened to their concerns and said, “No problem if she
tears it off, but if she likes it she will leave it on. How about we try?” After taking a
silent consensus among themselves, the mahouts agreed: “We try.”
First thing in the morning, the vet tech arrived to give Mel Kali a shot of B-12, and
I headed off to Tandy Bazaar to have a proper blanket made. The mahouts were
waiting when I returned and all helped secure it on Mel Kali’s back. The blanket was
well thought out—thick on the inside, with a durable cover that can be removed and
washed on the outside. Then we added a tarp to prevent the blanket from getting wet
in the heavy nighttime fog.
Apparently Mel Kali likes the blanket because she has not attempted to remove it
and seems quite toasty.
This morning when her mahout took her into the forest for grazing, Mel Kali was
granted official retirement status—allowed to go where she wants, when she wants,
unsupervised by her mahout and forever free to simply be an elephant.

Log Entry - January 16, 2013
Mel Kali’s eyes show she is free of pain. They are soft, communicating her relief. At
5 pm when we put her blanket on for the night, I looked in her eyes and told her how
pleased I was she was feeling better. She responded with a deep rumble, the first one
I have heard from her. I melted!

Log Entry - January 17, 2013
Mel Kali is back to her old self today, active, eating and begging for her afternoon
pot of cooked rice! The mahouts have just learned that putting a blanket on a chilled
70-year-old elephant is a good idea. Another welfare improvement lesson learned.
Check! And another lesson in effective cultural diplomacy and patience for me.
Double Check!
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2013 Snapshots

Supporting healthy elephants through proper foot care
Foot health is a serious issue for elephants living in captivity. Inactivity, poor husbandry practices, too much time spent confined in one place and walking on
unnaturally hard surfaces such as pavement and concrete can cause thin, uneven and bruised foot pads and cracked nails, leading to infection and bone deterioration.
In 2013, EAI provided free pedicures to more than 100 private and government-owned elephants throughout Nepal, Thailand and India. EAI’s Elephant Foot
Care Program also trained more than 100 mahouts in proper foot care, so they can prevent disability and disease and support the overall health of their elephants.

ephant’s foundation.
Healthy feet are an el

Giving mahouts the resources to do their best for their elephants
Going chain-free changes the lives of elephants in very positive ways. Yet, as we learned in 2013, it creates extra work for their mahouts because they must clean
and care for their elephants within a much larger area—a one-acre yard as opposed to a cramped 20x20 space.
Upon completion of our first chain-free corrals in 2013, EAI recognized the problem and immediately set out to fix it. We supplied the mahouts with wheelbarrows,
shovels, umbrellas, t-shirts, umbrella hats and rain boots and rain suits, and retrofitted a rickshaw for manure disposal. Our interns, Chantelle, Leath and Sophia, also
helped the mahouts with the daily task of making kuchi (food) for their elephants.
We rebuilt a dilapidated open-sided fire hut and storage area, adding concrete floors to provide a clean environment and to protect equipment. We plumbed water to
the elephants’ water troughs, and to mahout showers and the wheelbarrow wash-down area as well. And to improve the mahouts’ safety, we built a new stairway
to the second story rice house, where the elephants’ food is stored.
The effort paid off. When the mahouts realized that we understood how the changes we were making affected them, they enthusiastically took ownership, assisting
in construction and taking over maintenance. And because the mahouts felt appreciated, they paid that appreciation forward to their elephants.

What goes around comes around.
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Measuring for success. It’s an honor to work with our good friends and partners
at Boon Lott’s Elephant Sanctuary (BLES) and Friends of Asian Elephants (FAE) to provide even more
freedom for their well-cared-for elephants. In 2013, EAI collaborated with BLES and FAE in planning for the
future construction of Thailand’s first solar-powered, chain-free corrals.

What a team! With help from EAI’s Mahout & Elephant Training Initiative (METI), Shree
has done an amazing job training two baby elephants, Hem Gaj and Samrat Gaj, using only positive
reinforcement. They are changing culture together.
EAI’s 2013 METI projects included teaching more than 200 mahouts about Compassionate Elephant
Care at a variety of facilities throughout Nepal and Thailand.

While EAI founder and CEO Carol Buckley wears many hats, there are not enough hours in the day
or trained hands on the job to complete all that needs to be accomplished. EAI is ever so grateful to
its adventurous and hard-working 2013 interns, Chantelle Ridley, Leath Tonino and Sophia
Chudacoff for helping to make 2013 a great success.

This is our good friend Shanti. She lives in Sauraha, Nepal. Her entire family is an
incredible help to EAI.
Shanti is the creator of the eco-friendly bags EAI sold on eBay in 2013 to help raise funds for our work. Shanti
steadfastly refused to take a profit on the bags, wanting only for EAI to be successful in bringing Compassionate
Elephant Care to the people and elephants of her country.
Thank you, Shanti and family for all you do!
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With a banana and kindness you can teach
a baby elephant almost anything.
The herpes virus is the number one cause of death in young captive-held elephants world-wide. The
disease strikes quickly with few discernible symptoms and kills the infant within hours. Weight loss and
tongue color are two early indicators of the disease. Training baby elephants to stand on a scale and
present their tongue for inspection are two behaviors that are easy for a baby to learn and can mean the
difference between life and death.

It was a great pleasure and deep honor to welcome Kamal Jung Kunwar to our growing
family of Compassionate Elephant Care partners in 2013.
Mr. Kunwar serves as chief conservation officer of Chitwan National Park, where 63 working elephants live.
The elephants are essential to the government’s ongoing conservation work to protect endangered rhinos and
tigers, engaging in anti-poaching patrols and wildlife research and monitoring.
Thanks to Mr. Kunwar’s vision and leadership, Park elephants will go chain-free in 2014.

With both US-based elephant sanctuaries unable to accept additional elephants at
this time, the need for a new sanctuary is real and immediate.
Thanks to the help of our trusted volunteers and dedicated supporters, EAI explored some promising pieces
of property in Alabama, Georgia and Florida in 2013. Our goal is to find property that meets the needs
of captive-held elephants with room to roam, a mild climate, lush vegetation, ponds, streams and privacy.
Stay tuned.

When ancient customs meet modern technologies, history is made.
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Board of Directors
Carol Buckley is the founder, president and chief executive officer of Elephant Aid International.
A visionary who has spent nearly four decades creating sanctuary for captive elephants, Carol rescues,
rehabilitates and provides hands-on care and compassion-based training for needy elephants worldwide.
Carol also advises governmental agencies and private organizations on strengthening regulations for the
welfare of captive elephants; trains mahouts and caregivers in the use of Compassionate Elephant Care;
and provides and teaches essential foot care methods.
Carol Buckley

She co-founded The Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee in 1995, where she served as president and chief
executive officer until 2010. She has raised global awareness of the needs of elephants in captivity, and
her innovative holistic approach to elephant care and welfare has been a catalyst for change within the
U.S. zoological industry.
Since the creation of EAI in 2010, Carol has focused on international collaborative efforts to improve
captive elephant welfare in Asia.
A. Christy Williams is program coordinator for Asian Rhino and Elephant Action Strategy,
a World Wildlife Fund conservation program in eight countries across Asia: Nepal, India, Cambodia, Laos,
Bhutan, Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia. In addition to developing conservation programs he is involved
in larger policy issues affecting pachyderms across the region.

A. Christy
Williams

Leslie PonTell-Schreiber has worked in the exotic management field for more than
three decades. Before retiring, she served as co-director of Ontario’s Bowmanville Zoo and was the
assistant director of Moorpark College’s Exotic Animal Training and Management program.

Leslie PonTellSchreiber
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Advisory Council
Allison Argo
Founder/CEO
Argo Films
Brewster, MA USA
G.A. Bradshaw, Ph.D., Ph.D.
Founder and Executive Director
The Kerulos Center
Jacksonville, Oregon, U.S.A.
Sangduen “Lek” Chailert
Founder and Director
Elephant Nature Park
Chiang Mai, Thailand
Kaushik Barua
CEO
Assam Elephant Foundation
Assam, India
Dr. Deepani Jayantha
Country Representative
Born Free Foundation
Colombo, Sri Lanka
Colleen Kinzley
Curator
Oakland Zoo
Oakland, California, U.S. A.
Kamal Jung Kunwar
Chief Warden
Chitwan National Park, Nepal
Keith Lindsay
Member, Scientific Advisory Committee
Amboseli Trust for Elephants
Nairobi, Kenya
Susan Mikota, DVM
Director of Veterinary Programs and Research
Elephant Care International
Hohenwald, Tennessee, U.S. A.
Cynthia Moss, Ph.D.
Director
Amboseli Trust for Elephants
Nairobi, Kenya
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Joyce Poole, Ph.D.
Director
Elephant Voices
Sandefjord, Norway
Mel Richardson, DVM
Captive Wildlife Veterinarian Consultant
Atlanta, Georgia
K.K. Sarma, Ph.D.
Professor, Department of Surgery and Radiology
College of Veterinary Science
Assam Agricultural University Khanapara, Guwahati
Assam, India
Peter Stroud
Zoological Consultant/Captive Elephant Specialist
Melbourne, Australia
Naresh Subedi
Research Officer
Senior Conservation Officer
National Trust for Nature Conservation
Kathmandu, Nepal
Dr. Kamal Gairhe, DVM
Senior Veterinarian
Chitwan National Park
Chitwan, Nepal

Executive Council
Katy Chudacoff
Franklin, Tennessee

Debbie Emory-Utzig
Hermitage, Tennessee
Judith Newby
Nashville, Tennessee
Mary Anne Nyquist
Nashville, Tennessee
Susan Stewart
Nashville, Tennessee
Carol Coleman
Hohenwald, Tennessee
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How to Support Elephant Aid International
Elephant Aid International is built on the belief that small changes can make a huge difference. Whether you prefer to contribute funds,
buy or underwrite items from our Wish Lists or offer your skills, we appreciate your support.
We welcome donations of any amount.
You can donate through PayPal on our website, www.elephantaid.org. Please make checks or money orders payable to
Elephant Aid International and send to:
Elephant Aid International
P.O. Box 106
Hohenwald, TN 38462
Elephant Aid International is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization and a registered California State Charity as required by law.
Other ways you can support EAI include:
• Funding items on the EAI Wish List or individual Project Wish Lists by purchasing items and shipping them to us at
4128 Buffalo Road, Hohenwald, TN 38462
• Making in-kind donations.
• Arranging planned giving.
• Shopping in the EAI online shop at www.cafepress.com/eaishop.
For more information, please visit www.elephantaid.org or write us at elevisions@gmail.com.
Summary of Financial Activity 2013
Public Support & Revenue ..................................................................$148,697
Expenses & Losses
Program Services ........................................................................ $95,612
Education ..................................................................................$ 2,573
Fundraising ................................................................................$ 2,250
Management and General............................................................ $ 4,632
Total Expenses ...................................... $105,067

Breakdown of Expenses & Losses

Management
and General
Education
Fundraising

Program Services
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Thank you!
Elephant Aid International
thanks its many supporters
and partners for their
incredible generosity in
2013. Our work would not
be possible without you.
Listed below are our current
supporters–individuals,
businesses, foundations and
partners–who made gifts or
provided services or support
between January 1 and
December 31, 2013.
If we have incorrectly listed
or omitted your name, please
accept our apologies. Your
support is deeply appreciated.

Donors

Paula Adwell
Heinrich Aichem
Jonathan & Kathleen
Altman Foundation
Deborah Anderson
Allison Argo
David & Beth Arnold
Pamela Austrich
Antoinette Avtges
Christina Babst
Christine Ball
Ioana Balut
Julia Lucie Banks
Marjorie Barrett
Jeanne Barrett
Lorraine Beavon
Megan Beecher
BettyLu Benedeke
Juli Bertram
John Borders
Margot Bowen
Mavis Bowman
Edna Bowman
Kathryn Boyne
Nancy Brenner
Ietje Breunis
Michael Brinkley
Beckie Brocies
Lucy Brown
Debbie Buckheim
Hollis Burbank-Hammarlund
Jack Burgess
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Mary Burnett
Glenda Burris
Rebekah Cafrelli
Dianne Carrell
Monica Casper
Lisa Chadwick
Catherine Chalmers
Leslie Christodoulopoulos
Katy Chudacoff,
Dovetail Design Works
Rosemary & Jesse Clark
Teresa Clayburn
Chelle Cook
Laura Cotter
Joan Cottrell
Betsy Coville,
The Trico Foundation
Lesley Craig
S. Craig
Cathleen Crowley
Lynne Crowton
Juliet D’Costa
Thuy Dam
Jan Davies
Joanne DeForest
Rosalinda DeMarco
Cynthia Dimand
Nicholas DiPaolo
Janet Berard Doyle
Laurie Doyle
Karen Dutcher
Ann Dwyer
Jacqueline Eichman
Jeanne Elisha
Catherine Elliott
Debbie Ellis
David & Elaine Emory
Debbie Emory-Utzig
Sharon Engel
Connie English
Leslie Sodaro Farber
Julie Ferrara
Patricia M. Fontaine
Laurie Forbes
Mahouts Foundation
Barbara Franks
Cary Freeny
Thomas Friedman
Regina Gandour-Edwards
Barbara Garrison
Colleen Geraghty

Patricia Gerrie
Susanna Gilbert
Patricia E. Gilmore
Edna J. Glenn
GoGirlsMusic.com
Sabine Gonelli
Sandra Goodwin
Jennifer Hall
Susan P. Hammersley
Elizabeth Hammond
Jeanne Hanks
Debbi Harrington
Joanne Hart
Joanne Hartough
Carol Ann Hassan
Sherry Heim
Kathleen Herrin
Lynne Hoenig
James & Leigh Ann Holaway
Lee Holen
Klaxon Howl
Dawn Hubbard
Thomas Hubbs
Valerie Hughes
Marjorie Ivy
Gayle Janzen
Amberley Jewellers
Susan Johnson
Barbara Jones
Hazel Jones
Paulette Jones
Gina Kalafatis
Donna Karabin
Shawn Kay
Allison Kelly
Margaret “Peg” Kelley
Diane Kent
Kelly Kerr
Esther Kim
Jacqueline Kinghorn
Carole Klinko
David Klinko
Linda Koberstein
Neil and Louise Kohler
Brett & Nicole Korensky
Laya Kovitch
Thomas Kubit
Abhijeet Kulkarni
Claudette Kulkarni
Jennifer Kunz
Martha L. Till

Cindy Lampner
Pamela Lancaster
Elin Landenburger
Ethel Landers
Catherine Larson
Elvira/Stefan Laumen
Barbara Lauterbach
Genevieve Lawson,
Wolf Conservation Center
Jane Lee
Lisa Leeman
Pamela Lent
Maggie Levy
Lis Lind
Jill Litwack
Janet Locke
Barb Lomow
Paul Lorentzen,
Estate of Harrison Jackson
Barbara Lovett
Toni Lowery-Keefe
Esmeralda “Essy” Lucas
Lisa Lutz
Ronda Mace
Vicki Maher
Mary Elizabeth Mann
Sandra Mansfield
Juduth Ann Marin
Judy Maxwell
Carolyn McCall-Squires
Debra McFee
Janet McGuffey
LeeAnn McIndoo
Carolyn McIntyre
John McNamee
Jane Mills
Pamela Mitchell
Bonita Mitchell
Mary Eileen Molloy
Cora Moore
Connie Morse
Margaret J. Mueller
Kate Muharemovic
Lucy Neale
Ruth Neuwald Falcon
Elise Ney
Charlotte Nordenberg
Elizabeth Nordstrom
Laura Norris
Barbara Nozzi
Jonathan Nyquist
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Katherine Nyquist
Mary Anne Nyquist
K.F. Ohta
Colleen O’Laughlin
Lois Olmsteaad
Andrea Orive
Sourabh Pandit
Carol Pannepacker
Geoff Pape
Juliet Parrott-Merrell
Swantje Patzold
Katherine Penchuk
Jennifer Perry
Elizabeth Peters
Kim Petersen
Cynthia Pierson
Coranne Plummer
Mary Price Franco
Heidi Quiggle
Rose Radar-Jayah
Shelley Rae
Judy Ranney
Nikki Reimer
Donna Reynolds
Jayne Roepke
Rory Rogel
Sidney Russell-Achurch
Andrea Russo
Peyton Rutledge
Sandra Ryan
Judy Salerno
Marc Savarise
Leslie Schreiber
Elizabeth Schuetze
Carroll & Ruth Scroggin
Nathaniel Seeds
Ayan Sengupta
Eloise Senyan
Nancy Shaw
Patrick Sheehan
John & Barbara Shepler
Jami Sieber
Donna Singer
Albert Smith
Betty Smith
Judith Smith
Kevin Smith
Diana Snouffer
Andrea Speraw
Anita Staines
Marcia Stephens
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Jody Stickney
A. Kevin & Dawn Stoppello
Myriam C. Strauss
Cathy A. Swenson
Linda Taborbeck
Tammy Tamez
Henna-Riikka Tanner
Gabriella Taylor
Christina Tenti
Valerie Thomas
Jim Thykeson
Cindy Tinge
Leanne Tite
Ejc Van Barneveld
Marleen Veenstra
Philippe Vezina
Bert & Christine Von Roemer,
The Serengeti Foundation
Jason Walker
Deborah A. Wall
Starling Walter
Lisa Wathne
Barbara Weifels
Lisa Wellman
Anita Whitlock
Jan Wieneke
Samantha Williams
Ann Williams
Katherine Williams
Kari Wilson
Cynthia Wines
Celeste Wiser
Sarah Wolf
Claudia Wondra
Sophia Wong
Alice Wong
Michelle Wood
Joanna Wykes-Sneyd
Edith Yelland
Catherine York,
Alachua County School Board
Sabine Zell
Alaina Zepeda
Elise Zoli

In-Kind Donors

Mona Bennett
Hollis Burbank-Hammarlund
Raju Chaundhary
Shanti Chaundhary
Katy Chudacoff
Sophia Chudacoff
Carol Coleman
Katherine Connor
Nico Cruz
Keith Dawson
Kate Elliott
Debbie Emory-Utzig
Jacqueline Frierman
Dr. Kamal Gairhe
Dibyendu Ghosh & The IBEX India Team
Dr. Jhamak Karki
Mark Kerley, Lucky Rabbit Studio
Louise Kohler
Kamal Jung Kunwar
Babu Ram Lamichhane
Amy Mayer
Doreen Moran
Vishnu Narain
Judith Newby
Dr. Arjun Pandit
Chiranjibi Pokheral
Leslie PonTell-Schreiber
Sadhana Rajendra
Chantelle Ridley
Kiran Rijal
Sorida Salwala
Surajan Shrestha
Mel Stark
Susan Stewart
Naresh Subedi
Leath Tonino
Starling Walter
Jay Wix

Partners

Boon Lott’s Elephant Sanctuary,
Thailand
Nepal Department of National Parks
and Wildlife Conservation
Friends of the Asian Elephant Hospital
National Trust for Nature ConservationBiodiversity Conservation Center
IBEX Gallagher India PVT LTD
Vishnu Narain
Veena Naga
Dibyendu Ghosh
And a special thanks to all of our
mahout friends, with whom we had
the great pleasure of working.
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